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1. Listen and fill in the missing words.  

When you print on ___________, there are only ___________ dimensions. Today you can print 

objects in ___________ dimensions (3D). But you need a ___________ and a 3D printer for it. 

The ___________ makes a copy of your computer ___________. Printing can take a 

___________ time – one or more hours. Some ___________ have a 3D printer and some people 

have one at home. The price of ___________ printers is around 6,000 CZK. Or you can buy the 

parts and ___________ it yourself. 

 

2. Listen and correct the words in bold.  

a. What do we want to do? ___print________ 

b. You can find ready-made 3D shapes on the internet.  _______________ 

c. For example, dolls, cars, Lego blocks, phone cases and action figures.  _______________ 

d. Or you can make your own model on a tablet.  _______________ 

e. You need printing software for it.  _______________ 

f. You can also make something,  _______________ 

g. … and prepare the data for modelling using computer software.  _______________ 

h. For scanning, there are special 3D scanners or mobile phone software. _______________ 

 

3. Fill in the missing prepositions: by, of, on, to, with. 

a. The printer makes a copy _______ a model. 

b. You can find ready-made models _______ the internet. 

c. The computer sends data _______ the printer. 

d. You can make 3d shapes _______ a 3D pen. 

e. The printer puts the material layer _______ layer. 

 

4. Unscramble the words. They are all 3D...  

a. R E N C A N S c.  T E R I P R N 

b. L O M E D  d.  P A S H E 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Listen and fill in the missing words.  

When you print on paper, there are only two dimensions. Today you can print objects in three 

dimensions (3D). But you need a computer and a 3D printer for it. 

The printer makes a copy of your computer model. Printing can take a long time – one or more 

hours. Some schools have a 3D printer and some people have one at home. The price of hobby 

printers is around 6,000 CZK. Or you can buy the parts and build it yourself. 

 

2. Listen and correct the words in bold.  

a. What do we want to do? print 

b. You can find ready-made 3D shapes on the internet.  models 

c. For example, dolls, cars, Lego blocks, phone cases and action figures.  toys 

d. Or you can make your own model on a tablet.  computer 

e. You need printing software for it.  modelling 

f. You can also make something,  scan 

g. … and prepare the data for modelling using computer software.  printing 

h. For scanning, there are special 3D scanners or mobile phone software. apps 

 

3. Fill in the missing prepositions: by, of, on, to, with. 

a. The printer makes a copy of a model. 

b. You can find ready-made models on the internet. 

c. The computer sends data to the printer. 

d. You can make 3d shapes with a 3D pen. 

e. The printer puts the material layer by layer.  

 

4. Unscramble the words. They are all 3D...  

a. S C A N N E R c.  P R I N T E R 

b. M O D E L  d.  S H A PE 


